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President

Peter Claes
Representing IE’s member association FEBELIEC – Belgium
Peter has been active in IFIEC and other European and national industry associations for almost 30 years, and was previously President of IFIEC Europe from 2003 to 2007. He also chaired the Working Party Electricity of IFIEC Europe for more than 10 years. Peter is currently General Manager of FEBELIEC - the Federation of Belgian Industrial Energy Consumers. Peter holds a Master of Business Economics from the University of Leuven.

Deputy President

Vice-President

Knut Baumann
Representing IE’s member association Norsk Industri – Norway
Knut Baumann is responsible for European and trade issues at Norsk Industri – Federation of Norwegian Industries, with special focus on energy and climate policies. Formerly he has worked within the Confederation of Norwegian Business and Industry and the Federation of Norwegian Process Industries. He has also headed the latter's Brussels Office.
Knut is a political scientist, holding a bachelor degree from the University of Oslo and two master degrees from University of London, School of Slavonic and East European Studies and London School of Economics respective

Vice-President

Jorge Mendonça e Costa
Representing IE’s member association APIGCEE – Portugal

Vice-President

Hans Grünfeld
Representing IE’s member association Royal VEMW – The Netherlands
Hans Grünfeld is Managing Director of VEMW, the Dutch member association of IFIEC Europe. Having served VEMW since 1999, Hans has extensive experience with the liberalization and integration of the European gas and electricity markets. From 2007-2011, he served as President of IFIEC Europe. Before joining VEMW, Hans Grünfeld worked as researcher for McKinsey & Company and as policy analyst at Rand Europe.
Hans Grünfeld received a Ph.D. from Delft University of Technology and holds an MSc in International Relations from the London School of Economics and Political Science and a Master in Political Science from the University of Amsterdam.

Vice-President

Pasi Kuokkanen
Representing IE’s member association Elf – Finland

Pasi Kuokkanen is Managing Director of Suomen Efi Fy in Finland. He has 20 years of experience as energy market generalist working e.g. at Hansel, Nord Pool Spot, Fingrid Oyj and Fortum Oyj. In recent years he lead several multinational projects as the “Estonian’s day-ahead and intra-day electricity markets opening” and the “Full market coupling via implicit auction between Poland and Sweden.”

Pasi holds a Master of science (eng) from The Helsinki University of Technology (TKK) and was furthermore educated at the Finnish Institute of Management.

Vice-President

Thomas Mock
Representing IE’s member association VIK – Germany

Thomas Mock is Director Public Affairs at HYDRO Aluminium Rolled Products GmbH in Germany with around 5000 employees. He chairs the Climate Committee of IFIEC Europe’s German member association VIK. Thomas has been active in IFIEC Europe and other European and national industry associations for almost 15 years. He concentrates mainly on key strategic and regulatory issues concerning the implementation of the EU Emissions Trading Schemes, the liberalisation of electricity and renewables in Brussels and Berlin.

Thomas holds a Master of Law from the University of Cologne and is a trained lawyer by profession.

Vice-President

Emmanuel Tillous-Borde
Representing IE’s member association UNIDEN – France

Emmanuel Tillous-Borde is currently General Manager – Head of Energy purchasing at ArcelorMittal, where he has worked since 2008. From 1997-1999 he has worked for ABB Group as Sales Engineer in South Asia, and from 2000-2007 for Group Gaz de France on the Finergaz development of cogeneration project and as Project Director of a 400 MW combined cycle in the South of France.

He is a graduate of ESME Engineering school and holds an Executive MBA from ESSEC Mannheim.

Vice-President

Jaromir Vorel
Representing IE’s member association AEM/SVSE – Czech Republic

Jaromir Vorel is working in the company ŠKODA ENERGO, the general energy services company of Škoda Auto, the major Czech car producing company, member of Volkswagen Group. He is in the CEO position since 2013. Previously he worked in chemical and industrial gas industry (21 years) and in the power generating and supplying industry (10 years). All in the operational management and project management positions. He was a chairman of the energy committee of Czech Chemical Association (SCHP ČR). Since 2015 he chairs the Czech Association of Large Energy Consumers (SVSE). He is also Vice-President of the Czech Association of Energy Managers.

Vice-President

Nicolas de Warren
Representing IE’s member association UNIDEN – France

Nicolas de Warren is President of UNIDEN, the French member association of IFIEC Europe, and Corporate VP, Institutional Affairs, of ARKEMA, the French leading chemicals and advanced materials group. Nicolas has been active for more than 15 years at national and EU levels in all the fields related to industrial competitiveness, and mainly to climate change and energy. After having spent eight years in the Department of Industry, at services then Cabinet level, he joined Atochem, the Chemical subsidiary of the Elf Group in 1991, and held various positions in M&A, then in business, as Business Manager up to BU managing director in acrylics then in oxygenates. Nicolas holds a Law degree from the University of Paris and is a graduate of the Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Paris and the Ecole Nationale d’Administration (ENA).

Vice-President

Christopher Webb
Representing IE’s member association EIUG – U.K.

Christopher Webb is Head of Energy Management in the EMEA region for Linde Group Purchasing. He was educated at Imperial College London, and worked in international petrochemicals contracting before joining BOC in its engineering organisation. His subsequent career has incorporated spells in Quality, and Key Customer Management, before taking over responsibility for Energy Purchasing and Risk for BOC in the UK and Ireland in 2007, and across Europe for Linde from 2011. He is a former member of the CBI Energy Policy Committee in the UK.
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